Press release 24th January 2023

GSIESERTAL LAUF: BACK TO THE ORIGINS
THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN SPORT AND TRADITIONS

39th Gsiesertal Lauf in South Tyrol (IT) on February 18th-19th 
OC working on the 42 km track
Less than a month to go: more than 1000 athletes and 22 Countries
President Felderer: “Happy to get back to our traditional ski-marathon”

The 39th edition of the Gsiesertal Lauf is happily going back to its origins, as its lover once knew it. The perfect balance of ski marathons’ lovers and celebrations, music and tasty food. The idyllic Gsiesertal, in South Tyrol, is counting days to February 18th-19th, everything is ready to celebrate the upcoming edition together with volunteers, in and next to the track. Back to its essence: as one of the oldest local ski marathon, it takes place along 42 and 30 km. Saturday athletes face them with the classic technique, while skating on Sunday. Start and finish line in San Martino as always and participants are certainly appreciating the traditional food cooked by local cooks, with a special vegan option.
Atmosphere is heating on Friday 17th from 7 to 9 pm with the Opening Pasta Party, free for Euroloppet passport owners, with live music by “The Fonzies”. From 2.30 to 7 pm, athletes can pick up their bibs at the multifunctional building in San Martino. 
On Saturday at 10 am, the classic race is starting under “Radio Studio Più” music, dreaming about the rich lunch after the competition. VIP-Lounge opens at 11 am and Mini-Gsiesertal starts at 2.45 pm, thanks to the collaboration between 5V-Loipe and Gsiesertal Lauf, and part of South Tyrol Trophy circuit. At night, celebrations start again with “Edelblech” and “The Electric”, right after the traditional Mass in San Martino’s Church at 6 pm.
The program is quite similar on Sunday; the skating race starts at 10 am, followed by the traditional lunch and some other live music with Peter Haspinger band and “Die Bergdiamanten”.
Less than a month to go and OC counts more than 1000 participants coming from 22 Countries. The tracks, as the OC President Walter Felderer assures, are perfect: “We just had 20 cm of fresh snow, we are so happy because we are now finishing the 42 km track. We are glad we can propose again our traditional Gsiesertal Lauf. After the pandemic, we are excited for this great event open to all kind of sport lovers. Tracks are almost ready and you can find the current situation on our website, on snow bulletin”.
Big names are starting to show up; everyone is waiting for the race coming closer. Freddy Stauder, Italy XCO skiing team technical director, is testing his athletes’ preparation during this event. The group will in fact be in Toblach and after Gsiesertal Lauf is moving to Slovenia.
Gsiesertal Lauf is also Just For Fun, for those who can appreciate the view without checking the time. A special entry price is available until January 31st. Entries are possible online only until one hour before the race. Entries are not possible on site.
The 39th edition looks memorable and for those who would like to get 100% into the skiing atmosphere, a special VIP Experience packet is available, valid from 12th to 19th February. 

Info: www.valcasies.com



